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White Wolf Interactive

Online Game Development Technologies

White Wolf Interactive was formed in 2006 to leverage two remarkable achievements, the
deep storlines of White Wolf Publishing’s popular World of Darkness paper role-playing games,
and the industry-leading Icarus Studios online game development technologies.

The Icarus technologies were developed over 10 years by seasoned professionals who have
been delivering online games to online audiences since 1992. Collectively, the development
group has 100+ years in game development and management.

How do players grow and develop—without outpacing the storyline or development staff?
How do you maintain and update the game world to keep it fresh and subscription revenue
rolling in? How do you manage both newcomers and seasoned gamers? The Icarus team
understands the lifecycle of the MMORPG and the ongoing management challenges of the
online community.

White Wolf’s World of Darkness(WOD) is a leading horror brand around the world with over 5.5
million copies of the gaming books sold worldwide. The World of Darkness world resembles the
contemporary world but much darker as the rulers of the dark world--Vampires and Werewolves-
-prepare for Gehenna. Humanity is losing hope as it is preyed upon or used as pawns in factional
power struggles and murderous games.

The end result? A category-killling MMORPG based on the World of Darkness universe.
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The State of Online Gaming

Interactive game spending topped $7.3 billion in 2004, second only to movies ($9.54 billion) in
the entertainment category. For the generation under 35, games are as rock-and-roll was to
the baby boomers.

Subscription-based online games generated $3.8 billion in 2005 in the US alone and are predicted
to generate $10.8 billion by 2010. There are 13.5 million subscribers among  the top five online
games and the top seventeen games have at least 100,000 subscribers each.

Japan, South Korea, and China have rapidly developing online game markets where gaming is
the entertainment choice. In a 2003 study of South Koreans aged 9 to 44, the Korea Game
Development & Promotion Institute found that over 90% of respondents had experience playing
games.  “Korean company NCsoft (went) down in history as the first company to make $100
million a year on online games.  They did this with just one product, Lineage” DFC Intelligence.

Three short years later Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft (WOW)—with 6 million
subscribers each paying $15 a month—will generate a billion dollars in 2006. Thanks to increased
broadband penetration, great graphics, a low learning curve and an entertainment market
maturing towards interactive games, WOW was able to break into the mainstream.

Even Hollywood has taken notice. From Businessweek Online, “the latest gaming craze to catch
the attention of Hollywood heavyweights: Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG), in
which hundreds, if not thousands, of players interact in their own online gaming universe.
MMOGs aren’t new, but interest in them from the film industry is certainly on the rise.” Ron
Howard, James Cameron and Peter Jackson all have MMOGs planned. “You are exploring the
interaction of technology and the human imagination,” says Cameron, “and you play it out in a
highly competitive, fast-paced interaction. Movies can show what imagination looks like.
MMOGs can show how it feels on the inside.” Cameron intends to develop a movie based on
his MMOG after seeing what storylines evolve from online play.

As of the first quarter of 2006 some 91 MMORPGs were under development, with the vast
majority—78—in the fantasy genre, the rest split between sci-fi and history. More competition-
-and the game development process, including marketing,--is getting more expensive. Sony
Online Entertainment President John Smedley noted at the 2005 Austin Game Conference “it
is common for a top line MMOG to cost $30 million dollars these days.”

With such an abundance of high quality games—particularly in the fantasy genre—only the
best executed products will be successful.

And The Winners Are…

In this crowded—and increasingly expensive—environment, what will it take to compete?

While the established value of a brand and the seduction of a good storyline have a considerable
impact, many of the elements that make a great game are based in technology. Only the best
experiences are ‘good enough’ and today’s gaming platforms need to deliver a stable and
secure environment, deep, recurring game play, social gaming, multi-platform support, reduced
learning curves and immersive play.

“

”

...if you are over 35,

chances are you view

video games as, at

best, an occassional

distraction. If you’re

under 35, games are

major entertainment

and part of life. In a

sense, they are similar

to what rock ‘n’ roll

meant to boomers.

Kevin Maney, USA

Today
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Additionally, these technologies will need to facilitate a quick time to market, reduce
development costs, and allow developers to flexibly and cost-efficiently update and maintain
the game world and community going forward. Software platforms will also need to support
multiple revenue streams and emerging revenue streams including the increasingly important
in-game advertising.

Delivering a stable and secure environment cost efficiently
Designing, developing and maintaining interactive online games involves a complex set of
challenges. Online game development requires expertise in networking, 3D programming,
extended lifecycles of online gameplay and rendering artwork for delivery over the Internet.

Online games require significant hardware requirements (e.g., servers and bandwidth), and
dedicated support staff. Despite the efforts of developers aware of these issues, non-optimal
populations (such as overcrowding or under-populated worlds), lag, and poor support plagues
MMORPGs. “Few things raise the hackles of on-line gamers more than “lag” in a game”
commented Patrick Wyatt of ArenaNet.

Another plague of the online game? Security. Cheating—which in general unbalances game
play—can have a big impact on the viability of online games. Compared to standalone games
where the main source of revenue is the purchase price, “subscription games like Ultima Online
and EverQuest have even more at risk because a loss of players is directly linked to a loss of
income” noted Dave Spohn of About.com.

MMORPG developers often have to choose between efficiency and security. The more of the
game code that is run on the server, the fewer cheats are possible in the game. The more code
that is run on the server the greater the expense for the game operator—and the increased
chance of reduced game speed for the player. As bandwidth utlization is the largest cost for
game operators and lag a key complaint of players, this is no small matter.

Ultima Online initially faced huge server expense in delivering unoptimized graphics over the
Internet—and technical problems persist. “Unfortunately, Ultima Online has a history of
technical problems when it comes to managing server load and server lag, and these problems
remain as ugly as ever.” Yahoo Video Games Review.

When Ultima Online launched it was one of a handful of MMORPGs. In an environment of
numerous choices gaming platforms will need to deliver immersive, console-quality experiences
while maintaining a stable, lag-free, secure and cost-efficient environment.

Deep, recurring gameplay
Most standalone games are developed for approximately 40 hours of gameplay. MMORPG
with their high development costs capture profits thru subscription sales, requiring extended
gameplay for profitability. “Unlike stand-alone games, we can’t count just on box sales to repay
the development cost of these games. And with the average budget of an MMORPG game
increasing dramatically over the last few years, the game better have a high C&R [conversion
and retention] percentage, or it will be considered a failure” Mark Jacobs, cofounder of Mythic
Entertainment.

When successful, MMORPGs can deliver several times the profit of standalone games, cost-
efficiently leveraging assets over long periods of time. With a $25 million dollar development
cost a MMORPG with 300,000 monthly subscribers breaks even at six months. Of the 15 most

“

”

Not only must the

developers figure out

how to master the

complexities of building

an online game play

service, but they must

also do so the under

the harsh constraints of

running a business. This

is an environment

where every millisec-

ond counts. Better

performance means

fewer servers are

needed to run the

game—translating

directly into dollars

saved. Improved reli-

ability means happier

gamers—and more

people playing as the

message gets out

about your top-notch

game.

Allan McNaughton,

Analyst, Technical

Insight LLC
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popular MMORPGs currently online—all with 180,000 subscribers or more—more than half
have been online since 2004.

What does it take to develop deep, recurring gameplay? A successful game will be designed so
that there is not a single ‘best’ way to play. “If one character type has noticeable advantages
over the others, or one set of weapons have superior combat capabilities, then everyone will
play exactly the same way, which doesn’t encourage long-term play. Ideally, no individual item,
character, or strategy should be inherently better than any other” Brad Lineberger, creator of
Kingdom of Drakkar (continuously online since 1992.) Balanced game play is in part a function
of combinatorics, where adding more elements to the game design causes the number of
possible game play combinations to rise on a massive scale.

To successfully deliver the vast play choices necessary for financial success MMORPGs
developers will need technology that supports the creation, storage and management of the
many elements—characters, skills, knowledges, effects and game items—necessary for
complex game play. And  they’ll need to be able manipulate these elements to rapidly respond
to imbalances as they develop in the game.

Social gaming opportunities
Online gaming is a social experience, gamers want the chance to play in games with their friends,
guild members, or make new acquaintances. The fewer barriers there are to this social
interaction the better. Most current MMORPGs practice ‘sharding’ or running multiple game
instances on multiple servers, which really splits the user base. Players assigned to different
game servers can’t play with friends. “The reason that most games split people into separate
groups (sharding) is because it’s (relatively) easy to write a standalone server, but much harder
to have the servers communicate,” noted ArenaNets’ Wyatt. Sharding can also result in under
populated worlds and server ‘collapsing’ which sends a bad message to players.

Industry leaders see an end to sharding. “Sharding is a commonly accepted technology limitation
now, but I’m not so sure consumers are going to be willing to put up with that in the next
generation of online games” cautions Chris Melissinos, Sun’s chief game officer.

Sojourn’s Dave Cerra agreed that improvements in server and networking technology will
change what consumers expect from online games, with larger online worlds and faster
responses becoming key. “Things like having a no-sharded world will be real differentiation
factors for a successful multiplayer game,” he said.

Zoning, or distributing the game world geographically across servers,  also has it’s drawbacks.
Besides long waits as sections load, “zoning allows players to manipulate game play”
commented Jim Hettinger, developer of FallenEarth. “A player about to die can jump regions,
escaping the fate game rules intended. We think this destroys the immersive nature of a
successful game—and have specifically designed FallenEarth to address it.”

Machine configuration support
Today’s developers need to develop for multiple machine configurations, supporting different
levels of client-end technology capabilities.

MMORPG economics require two apparently conflicting goals for financial success. Developers
need to build the game to the most recent technology advancements—satisfying the high-end
user and generating the all important industry buzz. At the same time the game must be

“

”

Creating a massively

multiplayer online

game is game

development’s equiva-

lent of a moon shot. It’s

expensive, technically

difficult, and can take

many years to com-

plete. The rewards for

success are so attrac-

tive, however, that is

seems everyone is will-

ing to give it a try.

Gamasutra
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accessible to players with less sophisticated platforms. For instance, with 40% of the US
population using dial-up internet access, games need to accommodate players with different
bandwidth capabilities.

One option is to allow players to configure the experience—letting them set video card,
resolution and other performance settings to the capabilities of their technology. Lower end
users—like laptop users—can to toggle on and off demanding resource features. This ability
to customize the experience will only grow more important as games are delivered across
platforms like PDAs and smartphones.

Standalone game designers only have to develop the game for one player with very specific
resource requirements. The MMORPG developer faces the challenge of designing a persistent
world experienced simultaneously by hundreds if not thousands of players all with different
machine configurations.

Managed learning curves
Worlds of Warcraft has reached 6 million subscribers because of accessible game play for
mainstream players. This innovation has become the new standard for the next generation of
releases.“…(an) important factor is ease of use and the individual player’s “learning curve.”
It’s difficult to judge the quality of some games from an early view because the true level of
game quality only becomes obvious after the investment of many hours of a player’s time. Few
players have the patience to master games with a difficult learning curve (myself included!),
and the interest in those games quickly fades” commented Patrick Wyatt of ArenaNet.

However, to keep maturing or seasoned players challenged as the game plays the curve must
scale. Once again the MMORPG developer faces two seemingly conflicting demands.

“Arguably, one of the most important aspects in selecting an MMORPG – especially for a first
timer – is its associated learning curve. Of the vast number of MMORPGs available today, three
games in particular excel thanks in part to their smooth, not to mention intuitive learning curves:
City of Heroes, City of Villains, and World of Warcraft,” notes Robert Faulhaber  of
etoychest.com. “However, if a game is going to be successful in the eyes of those playing it,
the difficulty should build as a character continues to gain both levels and experience. WoW
manages to keep a steady learning curve throughout while also catering to numerous types of
gamers.”

Developers now must meet the new standard of intuitive, accessible game interfaces and game
play to capture a broader market, while maintaining more challenging experiences for the
seasoned player.

Immersive experience
A strong, graphical environment is half the battle in creating a game  that immerses a player in
that game world.  Some of the most successful games in the MMORPG industry, EverQuest 2,
World of Warcraft, Dark Age of Camelot, Star Wars Galaxies, and City of Heroes, are rightly lauded
for the quality of their graphics.

And the ‘oooh’ value sells games. It’s a cliché that first impressions are important, and like all
cliché’s it’s partially true. It’s not gameplay that sells a game initially. Box art, reviews, video
shorts—all rely on the graphical quality of the game to sell the game.

“

”

 Something we learned

last week from City of

Heroes is that charac-

ter customization goes

a long, long way to-

wards forging a deeper

connection between

the player and the

world around them.

What other games can

boast “people watch-

ing,” or just sitting

around to see what

other characters look

like, as an enjoyable

pastime? Nathan Knaak

MMORPG.com
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Important too in selling a game is the idea that the development team is on the leading edge of
technical advances—and the most obvious demonstration of technical skill is in the graphics
and rendering of the game world. “…any game not making use of the latest graphical features
will be frowned upon by gaming mags and critical audiences. For instance, when  World War II
Online (WW2O) premiered, it was immediately criticized for having shoddy graphics. By ‘shoddy’
I mean ‘not as good as other games released at the same time’” Devon Wells and Frank Torkel,
Arstechnica.com.

Customization, too, can go along way towards creating immersive play for gamers. “One of
the few features that kept Anarchy Online from going offline in those first three terrible weeks,
were the outfits for the players. Star Wars Galaxies has managed to dedicate over half the
game to people who want nothing more than pay money each month so they can role-play a
tailor—and for good reason too, when stylish threads are in such high demand” Luke Burkett,
Stratics.com

And now, the MMORPG conundrum, developers have to deliver near console-quality graphics
balanced against the delivery restrictions of Internet play to sell games.

Standard, flexible framework
Top line MMORPG titles easily cost $20 to $35 million to produce. One way of reducing platform
costs? A standard framework. With a multi-use framework game developers benefit from the
ability to re-use code and game assets in developing multiplatform titles, without sacrificing
performance or flexibility. It also frees up time and energy for the creative process.

“We’ve been writing games for the last 15 years as monolithic, single code bases that are
growing unwieldy and complex,” said Chris Butcher, lead developer at Bungie Studios.
“(Microsoft’s)C# on Xbox 360 lets us think about new modes of programming. It lets us get
back to creating a game rather than wresting with code, while maintaining the real-time
performance that we need.”

Olivier Lejade, co-founder and former CEO of Nevrax, has also come to this conclusion “Creating
and, especially, maintaining the software necessary to (develop games) can be seen as a sunk
cost. So you want all the help you can get with it. That’s why we think having NeL as free soft-
ware makes sense on the business side of things. By lowering the barrier of entry on the tech-
nology side and sharing the costs, we’re hoping to be able to focus on what really makes the
difference in a “persistent world”: the conception, the artistic design, and the administration of
these worlds.”

With a number of entrants getting into the MMORPG services field (IBM, Sun Microsystems,
Microsoft, Nevrax, BigWorld and others) expect to see middleware becoming standard in
MMORPG development, with the middleware reducing costs and freeing up resources for
innovation.

Ongoing management flexibility
Managing complex development requirements are only half of producing a successful
MMORPG. The second and perhaps more difficult challenge—ongoing game management.
Developers today require a technology platform that allows them to accelerate the bug fix
cycle and rapidly respond to game balance issues.

Game balance, in particular, is critical to customer renewal. “When a player suffers from poor
performance in a single-player game, he suffers alone. But in a massive multiplayer game, his

“

”

No matter how much

testing is done inside

the company, any

game that’s complex

enough to have many

strategies and

counter- strategies is

also so complex that

the developers can-

not exhaustively test

every possible sce-

nario. Patrick Wyatt,

ArenaNet
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whole team suffers. Unfortunately, a good choice for the team to increase their performance
is to exclude low-performers. Like an endangered species that is unfit to hunt and unable to
evolve, this set of players becomes extinct. The character will not only become extinct from
the playscape, but the player’s motivation to play will become extinct, too. If she will not play,
eventually she will not pay, either,” observes David Kennerly, of FineGameDesign.com

Gamer expectations have also changed. Early MMORPGers, usually seasoned paper game
players, remember when  “You hit the Orc for 14 points of damage” were the graphics. In a
world where attention spans have shortened, mainstreaming of the player base brings it’s
own challenges. To maintain and build ongoing subscription numbers developers need to
continually deliver fresh experiences into the game.

“MMORPGs have to expand to survive. No matter how well the game designers booby-trap
their terrain with treasures and monsters, sooner or later a determined player will exhaust
their charms and look for new worlds to conquer, and if you don’t provide them, some other
designer will. That’s why World of Warcraft recently breathlessly announced that ‘three brand
new realms . . . will be available to newcomers beginning their journey in Azeroth for the first
time, and players who wish to start anew on a fresh new realm’” Roger Downey, Seattle Weekly.

Multiple revenue streams
While most MMORPGs achieve financial success thru subscriptions, flexible platforms will enable
developers to take advantage of emerging revenue streams such as in-game advertising.

“It varies game-to-game depending on the specific ad implementation, but in-game ads can
increase publisher revenue an additional 20-30% above the amount generated by the title’s
retail sales,” Massive CMO Nicholas Longano explained to GameDAILY BIZ.

Longano was being quoted for the console industry, but given the long-term play nature of
MMORPGs—think TV series, not movie—the potential for in-game ad revenue becomes even
more profound.

Sony Online Entertainment(SOE) has developed multiple revenue streams in addition
subscriptions, such as Station Exchange, which provides players with an integrated and secure
way of buying and selling items and characters. According to President John Smedley “the
average revenue from a customer through the Station Exchange is $20 per month. This is already
revenue above the draw for a traditional subscription, and it’s only the tip of the ice berg.”

Acclaim Games has re-entered the market as a fee-to-play MMOG specialist, mirroring the Asian
MMOG micro-transaction model pioneered by Seoul-based NHN Corporation.Games are free
to play, with revenue coming from  player purchase of  in-game items, in-game advertising and
sponsorship deals.

Summary
The history of MMOG development is much like the history of enterprise software
development—MMOG’s have much in common with high volume transaction processing
systems. Developers have to solve many of the same problems and live within many of the
same constraints. While brand and storyline are key factors, it’s ultimately the technology
platform that delivers the ‘enterprise’ quality experience today’s gamers demand.

“

”

 …despite the cannibal-

ization in specific

genres, high develop-

ment costs, and high

risk involved in releas-

ing massively

multiplayer online

games, consumer

spending is nowhere

near close to its maxi-

mum potential.

DFC Intelligence
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Icarus Studios Technology Solutions

Overview
Icarus Studios technologies meet all the criteria for success for next-
generation gaming platforms: providing a stable and secure environment;
deep, recurring game play; social gaming opportunities; machine
configuration support; intuitive interfaces, and supporting the complexities
of combinatorics necessary for immersive play.

The Icarus platform supports emerging revenue streams like in-game
advertising as well as multiple subscription levels and in-game product sales.
Additionally, Icarus technologies accelerate time to market, reduce
development costs, and gives operators the ability to flexibly and cost-
efficiently update and maintain the game world and game community going
forward.

 The technology infrastructure consists of an innovative density-distributed
network. Simply put, this allows network management to cost-effectively
scale network operations by allocating equipment where there are the most
players while maintaining optimal stability. The technology suite includes
a cutting edge graphics engine, comprehensive physics system, relational
database, and a customizable game system, collectively creating the
immersive gameplay and interactivity gamers demand.

Keeping development costs down, an intuitive, WYSIWYG group of tools
allows the creative staff to develop the game—not programming staff. New
game development only requires new storylines and artwork and the
assignment of values to that artwork. The tool system greatly lowers the
learning curve for game development, with new hires quickly developing
game assets. As importantly as reducing costs, these toolsets free up
resources for creative innovation and  increase the rate of change.

This technology suite—network technologies, graphics system, game rules
and tools—can be used  as middleware in the creation of any genre games
including classic fantasy, horror, Sci-fi, or first-person shooter.

Network Technologies
The Icarus network technologies optimize resources through a system of
dynamic configuration based on world density. Machine resources are
allocated to where there are more users (density) in the game world.
Players experience one seamless game world without the ‘sharding’ that
can inhibit social play and the zoning that can cause lengthy waits as game
worlds load.

Like IBM’s on-demand computing each piece of hardware can serve multiple
functions, recasting itself as a login server or game server as needed. The
entire system is managed by analytic, self-healing software. The end result
is that a game world of 100,000 players can be managed by an
unprecedented one or two network administrators.
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Icarus practices a ‘trust but verify’ security
philosophy. Each time the game loads, the
Icarus Updater checks and verifies client-side
game files. The added advantage of the
Updater software is that instead of annoying
and time-consuming forced updates based on
large game builds (changes to the game world
accumulated into one large update)
incremental changes download constantly
and transparently, keeping the game
constantly fresh.

Legacy support. Part of the Updater, the
Configurator allows developers to build the
game to the most recent technology advance-
ments, yet still be accessible to moderate or
low-end technology capabilities. Players set
video card, screen resolution and other perfor-
mance settings to the capabilities of their tech-
nology. Lower end users—like laptop users—
can toggle on and off demanding resource fea-
tures.

Along with innovations in the game engine
and graphics rendering, the Icarus network
technologies deliver immersive, console-
quality experiences while maintaining a
stable, lag-free, secure and cost-efficient
environment.

Select features:

• Authentification
• Account management
• Automatic user and content-based

load balancing
• Automatic hardware failure

detection and bypass
• Data distribution server
• Built-in redundancy, scalability,

security
• System Watcher PC reporting and

server updating
• Built-in system rollbacks
• Encrypted internal file system

(faster to update than Windows file
system)

• Zoneless gaming
• Real-time, dynamic manipulation of

the game world with no server
downtime or game disruption

• Automatically distributed client
world updates

• Configurable performance
parameters like video card and
graphics card

• Modifiable climate simulator and
weather effects

• Realistic day/night sequences

Game engine
The game engine, simply, is a rules set that
orders how objects from the relational
database—players, non-player characters,
weapons, clothing—operate within the
game. Written in C, this very simple rule set,
with the majority of decision paths taken
from the database (objects), processes faster
on CPUs than Java or XML coding.

Unlike most rules systems that hard-code
operations, the Icarus rule set was written to
allow data to determine gameplay. For
instance, in most games an interaction
between a player and a non-player character
(NPC) would be defined as such:

 “player carrying sword hits Orc for 10 skill
points”

 with the skill points being modified by
experience and game level, specific to the
tool, the sword, and the creature, the Orc.
The Icarus rules system run instead like this :

“player with x object hits y object for z effect”

Not only does this substantially reduce the
lines of code that must be written by
programming staff, it allows the content
creators to adjust gameplay by specifying x,
y and z when creating objects. As
importantly, it also means the rules system
can be used to create any number of unique
game worlds.

Standard, flexible framework. Taken
collectively, this game engine philosophy and
design optimizes CPU usage, accelerates the
triage  process, and allows game designers
to rapidly and cost-efficiently deliver new
experiences into the game world.
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Graphical Immersion System
(GIS)
The Icarus graphics engine delivers lighting
effects like glare, real-time shadow casting,
sunsets and correct starfields, animation
blending, particle and texture effects, all with
console-quality 10,000 polygon figure
rendering. Players experience an incredibly
detailed actual geometry world (trees and
bushes are objects, not painted backgrounds)
and true, approachable horizons.

Icarus took a unique approach to how
animations render in the game world. Instead
of creating stock artwork for how animation
sequences play—a figure running pulls a
gun—Icarus developed an animation blender
that custom blends animation sequences,
specific to characters and activity, as they
occur. This creates vastly more realistic
animation sequences, as well as vastly
reducing the amount of artwork necessary for
the game world. Along with other graphics
tools like Exporter, Object Editor and
Character Prep, the Animation Blender
reduces the resources necessary to create

and update game worlds, saving development
costs and speeding delivery of new player
experiences.

To meet the challenge of delivering near
console-quality graphics against the delivery
restrictions of the Internet, Icarus not only
manages polygon sizes but Levels of Detail
(LODs). Icarus applies LOD management to
every graphical element of the game—
characters, weapons, armor, objects and
textures.

Icarus also practices aggressive ‘culling’ or
just-in-time rendering of the game world. Only
the game world the player sees is rendered.
For instance levels behind closed doors, even
the world behind the player, aren’t loaded.
Icarus takes this a step further, not even
transmitting levels until they are needed.

By optimizing graphics for Internet delivery,
managing polygon density and LODs, and
practicing aggressive culling, Icarus delivers
an immersive environment rendering
seamlessly while maintaining hardware and
bandwidth optimization.
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Toolsets:

• Exporter
• Object Editor
• Character Prep
• Animation Blender

Select features:

• Simplified formatting of all art for
programmer/designer use

• Linkable 2-D icons for every object in
the game world

• One-touch link of icon to object
• Objects published to the database in

game file configuration
• Designates objects for internal or

external use
• Easy integration of externally

developed libraries and art tools
• Export geometry, textures,

animations, objects into relational
database

• Rendering of 10,000 polygon figures
• Instantly test, debug and optimize

animation sequences
• 1000’s of customized, seamless

animation transitions
• Preview interactive content within

the game world
• Specify object characteristics

uniquely
• Support for pixel and vertex shaders
• Particle textures support for

explosions, fog, fire, etc…

• Dynamic and customizable lighting
effects

• Support for all simple rendering
effects such as transparency and
translucency

• Aggressive culling, portal-based
visibility

• Real-time shadow casting on terrain,
creatures, objects, players, shrubs
and trees

• Characters with realistic emotions
(facial expressions)

• Geometric (attachable, not painted)
armor, weapons and clothing

• Automatic ID instance and
numbering system

• Easy publishing of object, name and
description (with icon) to database

• Just in time loading as the character
moves through the world

• Weight by percentage primary and
secondary animations

• Dynamic day/night cycles
• 1st and 3rd person viewing angles
• Geometric world with a viewable

horizon
• Dynamic interior and exterior

rendering
• Scalable images
• Material library
• Animation library

Real-time shadow

casting
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Comprehensive physics system
Icarus Studios is committed to providing
players with cutting-edge experiences based
on the latest technologies. The Icarus physics
system is optimized for the Ageia physics
engine. Projectiles degrade and bounce with
real physics rules; objects are realistically
blown-up with game world impact (craters)
in real time. Vehicles move and react to
terrain according to real physics. More
common in console games, few MMORPGs
have added this level of physics support to
online game play.

Select features:

• API wrapper
• Server-side physics
• Particle management
• Collision management
• Real explosions in real-time with

world and object deformation

Relational database
The relational database, and the systems that
operate within it, are where the Icarus
technology suite derives real power. Each
game system (described below) has a
corresponding table within the database,
allowing for consistent organization,
updating and debugging and management of
vast amount of game data and relationships
necessary for the complex combinations that
drive recurring game play.

Select features:

• Trigger table
• Item/object table
• Treasure table
• Creature (NPC) template table
• Effects table
• Generator template table
• Area generator
• Gamestrings (text) table
• Damage detail table
• Ammunition types table
• Attributes table
• Knowledge table

Game play systems (GPS)
No other game technology suites have the
comprehensive game systems that Icarus has
developed. Based on years of experience,
Icarus has developed all the game systems

necessary for persistent,
massively multiplayer online
 gameplay. These systems
include a character system
that allows players an
unprecedented ability to
customize character
appearance, trade and
combat skills system that
allows players to develop
skills, customizable quests,
effects, triggers and
Artificial Intelligence(AI)
libraries.

This gives the game
designer a series of
modifiable components,
allowing them to quickly
construct unique game
worlds. Again, these
technologies are game-
independent and can be
modified for any game title.

Toolsets

• Head Editor
• Artificial Intelligence Editor
• Base Editor

Select features:

• Highly-customized characters including
tattoos, aging, facial hair, ethnic types,
hair styles and colors, etc…

• Trade skills/abilities, character and
combat systems and libraries

• Objects menu system and libraries
• Mission system that allows for

experience, skill and object gain
• Customizable mission templates library
• Effects menu system & customizable

library
• Trigger system
• Artificial Intelligence(AI) library
• Scripting language for custom AI
• Ladder system
• Inventory/storage system
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Game development tools
 Icarus game development tools all work
together to allow rapid development of game
content without bottlenecks .

Tools such as the Object Editor, Level Editor,
Character Prep and Base Editor allow artists
and game designer to create and assign values
to objects and enter them into the relational
game database, and therefore, into the game
world, without the need for programmers to
facilitate the process. The game development
toolset—Ecosystem Editor, World Editor,
Level Editor and others—allows game
designers to take these art assets and quickly
develop out areas and features of the game
world.

These toolsets, along with Icarus’ other
technologies, allow developers to keep costs
down by leveraging art assets, reducing the
learning curve for game designers, and
reducing the reliance of development staff.
It also allows game designers to rapidly
respond to game imbalances and deliver new
experiences into the game world required for
deep, recurring gameplay.

Toolsets:

• World Editor
• Ecosystem Editor
• Level Editor
• Base Editor
• Sound Prep
• Particle Editor

The Level Editor al-

lows designers to

quickly build out ar-

eas of the game

world.
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Select features:

• Edited with any standard image
editing software

• Color-coded world map systems
• Rapid development with rule-based

ecosystems
• Customization of altitude and angle
• Composite texture rendering
• Easily test and preview combinations
• Scrub and tree groups with individual

instancing options
• Material sound association
• Fully deformable terrain in real-time
• Filters for organizing and presenting

data
• Check-out system for organizing

concurrent users
• Ability to place bookmarks in the

jump map to organize places of
interest

• Fly-around mode
• Hot keys for program features
• Simple pathing utility
• Intuitive drag and drop method for

placing objects
• Drop-down menus for setting events

and effects
• Customizable, file-based Art Palette

for organization
• Rapidly place objects and set

triggerable events
• Rapidly add and test NPC paths
• EAX can be changed on the fly for

previewing and testing
• Generators can be placed based on

circles, points or areas
• Dynamic placing of interior (levels)

spaces
• Control of parameters such as PVP

and effect triggers
• Sculptable terrain
• Easy organizing of large sound assets
• Dolby Surround Sound 5.1 & 7.1
• Mix/match sound and surface effects
• Recompiles on the fly
• Integrated texture inspector
• Exportable level data (for

manipulation in 3D Max)
• Determine generator parameters
• Self-maintaining and debugging
• Dynamic drag and drop road

development

• Inspect mode for functionality of
doors, elevators, sound

• Particle library
• Customizable particle effects

Operational support
Operational support tools include customer
service, ecommerce, in-game management,
and analytical tools. These tools enable
ongoing customer support, allow Icarus to
analyze and fine tune game and hardware
performance, and enable and manage
multiple revenue streams.

Select features:

• CPU performance
• Memory and bandwidth consumption
• Player time spent by area and activity
• Game trends and performance
• Customer service cost per player
• Customer relationship management,

FAQs and knowledgebase
• In-game player management &

community management tools
• Flexible and multiple pricing model

support
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About White Wolf Interactive
White Wolf Interactive was formed in 2006 to leverage two remarkable achievements, the
deep storlines of White Wolf’s popular World of Darkness paper role-playing games, and the
industry-leading Icarus Studios online game development technologies.

 .

The end result? A category-killling MMORPG based on the World of Darkness universe. Together
the whole is far greater than the sum of the parts. www.whitewolfinteractive.com


